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#BFWSwap was 
275 stylish Boston 
ladies tweeting 
& swapping.	
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During #BFWSwap, those stylish ladies were 
extremely engaged in not only tweeting but 
posting live user generated content:	


Ø 385 total tweets used���
the #BFWSwap hashtag	


Ø 71 photos & 2 videos ���
were posted toTwitter	


Ø  Sponsors mentioned by 
correct handles 81 times	


Ø 58, 303 people reached	

Ø 458,164 impressions	

	

Source: TweetReach Pro	
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71 photos posted to Twitter:	

	

Ø 16 Instagram & 16 Yfrog	

Ø 11 Twitpic & 11 Twitter Pic	

Ø 10 by Ow.ly 	

Ø 7 by Lockerz       	


(Source: TwapperKeeper)	
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Increased social media 
engagement led to 

#BFWSwap trending on 
Twitter in Boston on 9/29	


	

(Source:  TrendsMap Boston)	
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Combined with PR efforts & 
existing press relationships, 
Twitter helped land us on 
Boston.com home page for 
more than 24 hours as the 
HOT event from BFW ‘11.	


���
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Based on suggestions from Joselin 
Mane, we created table tents 

featuring all our sponsor handles, 
dozens of which were placed 

around the venue (and also posted 
on our FB & Twitter streams)	
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RESULT: increased mentions for our sponsors ���
800% over past events, with the following reach:	


17 tweets  @OpenRunway using #BFWSwap = 27,120 people 
reached through 59,005 impressions from 10 people	


17 tweets @9Tailors using #BFWSwap = 27,274 people 
through 61,392 impressions from 10 people	


15 tweets @Spreedia using #BFWSwap = 17,273 people 
through 21,414 impressions from 12 people	


	

Source:  TweetReach Pro & SocialMention	
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Based on suggestions from 
Joselin, we also started using 
Social Mention and Topsy to 

easily track, filter & qualitatively 
analyze tweets	
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Thanks to Joselin’s 
tracking expertise, we 

also discovered we were 
the Top Tweet for all of 
#BFW11 on Thursday – 
from a beauty company 

in Florida	
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BEFORE	

We thought we were "advanced" users when it came to using and 
tracking social media, but knew that we needed better tools for tracking & 
measuring the impact, reach, and influence of our events.	

	

DURING	

By partnering with Joselin at BostonTweetup, we were able to fine-tune 
and polish our process, implementing time-saving measures and being able 
to provide concrete evidence of successes for our team, our partners, and 
our sponsors. Joselin brought us from a 3-step process (planning, event, 
post-mortem) to a 5-step process that helped us to better delegate tasks 
for monitoring and capturing key metrics (before they were “gone 
forever”), using services & softwares that were new to us like TweetReach, 
TwapperKeeper, Social Mention, Topsy, TweepML and Twilert.	

	

AFTER	

Much like hiring a wardrobe consultant to edit our closets - making killer 
outfits from the pieces we already own - Joselin was able to help us edit 
and polish our Events process and poise us for future successes, including 
being better able to prove value and benefits when pitching future 
sponsors and partners. We went from indie street style to prime time 
runway ready in just a few short weeks. Justifying the spend to hire Joselin 
to work with us again on future events is a no-brainer.	



